Little Jaguar Mystery School
Presents

An intensive Toltec Mastery Course
Are you ready to begin a new life
full of personal Power?
Steeped in ancient traditional
techniques within a contempo‐
rary world, this course covers‐
‐ Mastery of Awareness
‐ Mastery of Intent
‐ Mastery of Love
Learn to recapitulate your past
and erase personal history, un‐
derstand self importance, dis‐
cover Stalking and Dreaming, gain
Personal Power, and live your life
purposefully, lovingly and with In‐
tent.

8 Day Course
$1250.00
For Course dates and further info
or to book in contact—

Susan Oliver
www.impeccable.com.au
0412 310 795

Mastery of Awareness
We all like to believe we know how the world works, we
think we know what is. But we don’t. As humans we have
tunnel vision, we are only aware of a narrow and limited
perspective of reality. There are infinite realities. In Mas‐
tery of Awareness you will learn new ways to perceive.
You will learn to hunt yourself and how you move in the
world. You will begin to enjoy new perspectives, new re‐
alities where your life opens to wonderful possibilities and
limitless potential.

Mastery of Intent
Once we begin to know who we really are, we are ready
to move forward in the directions we choose. Rather than
be pushed and pulled, where we do what we have to,
when there isn’t enough time, we take back control of our
lives. This requires Intent, a form of energy combined with
focus. Much more than desire or want, Intent is an ener‐
getic fact . Learn to understand how Intent works, and
how to go with it’s flow.

Mastery of Love
This is where life begins! Combining Awareness and In‐
tent, we learn personal Power, self responsibility and
freedom. This is only possible with Love. Our hearts need
to be clear, our minds need to be clean, and our vision
true. In this way we move forward confidently, impecca‐
bly and lovingly.

